Context Sensitive Public Involvement Plan for Location Study Projects

1. Goals of Collaboration with the Community
   a.) Provide safety for users and community
   b.) Address community and social issues
   c.) Maintain environmental harmony
   d.) Promote livability
   e.) Create lasting value for community
   f.) Use agency and community resources effectively

2. Analyses of the Project Background Context
   a.) Environmental
   b.) Historic
   c.) Land Use
   d.) Transportation
   e.) Community
   f.) Visual
   g.) Economic
   h.) Public Health

3. Modal Considerations and Connectivity
   a.) Motorized vehicles
   b.) Transit
   c.) Pedestrian
   d.) Bicycle

4. Opportunities to Express Local Values
   a.) Functional classification
   b.) Design speed
   c.) Traffic calming
   d.) Gateway & Place-making treatments
   e.) Structural aesthetics

5. Scale the Solution to the Problem
   a.) Affordability
   b.) Supported by community
   c.) Can be implemented in a reasonable time period

6. The Design Approach
   a.) Use flexibility found in design guidelines
   b.) Project-specific communication strategy
   c.) Graphic of the decision-making process
   d.) Multi-disciplinary study team
   e.) Identification of stakeholders and public
   f.) Summary of location context
   g.) Identification of issues
   h.) Consensus on purpose and need definition
   i.) Consensus on evaluation criteria
   j.) Alternatives development
   k.) Investigation of environmental and cultural impacts of the alternatives
   l.) Alternatives screening against evaluation criteria
   m.) Preferred Alternative
   n.) Mitigation measures for impacts
   o.) Document decisions
   p.) Track and meet all commitments